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Awadhi Veg Biryani

(Straight from the bylanes of Lucknow, a flavourful combination of over
a dozen spices mixed with fresh vegetables in dum cooked style)

429/-

Awadhi Chicken Biryani

(Slow-cooked chicken in ghee, mixed with basmati rice and a rich Awadhi
gravy. Mildly spiced and full of flavour from the kitchens of the Nawabs)

479/-

Paneer Makhani Biryani

(Saturated with flavours from a tangy paneer gravy, this biryani is
layered with rice, herbs and fried onions)

479/-
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Chicken Tikka Biryani

(With chicken tikkas that have been chargrilled to perfection, comes a
delectable biryani that is mildly spicy and creamy)

499/-

Dum Baked Jackfruit Biryani 

(Marinated jackfruit, grilled to melt in the mount, layered with rice and
spices to give you a biryani as you've never tasted before)

429/-

Dum Baked Spicy Paneer Biryani

(Spicy and satiating, soft pillowy bites of paneer along with aromatic
basmati rice create a beautiful symphony of flavours)

429/-

Dum Baked Chicken Tikka Biryani

(Juicy morsels of chicken tikka, mixed with fragrant basmati rice and
gravy, cooked in dum pukht style)

449/-
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Hyderabadi Veg Biryani

(A special recipe with super fragrant saffron flavoured rice, vegetables and
spices)

399/-

Hyderabadi Chicken Biryani

(Overnight marinated chicken layered between aged fragrant rice with
authentic Andhra spices - an absolute delight!)

499/-

Hyderabadi Mutton Biryani

(The quintessential Hyderabadi biryani with long grain basmati rice,
juicy tender meat and subtle notes of Zaffran and spices)

549/-



Raita

(Cool your palate with a blend of yogurt, spices, herbs and spongy
boondi)

59/-

Salan

(A unique combination, this spicy Hyderabadi gravy is a tasty blend of
nutty flavours of peanuts and semame seeds and the sweetness of  coconut)

79/-

Gulab Jamun

(Fried dough balls soaked in an aromatic syrup spiced with green
cardamon, rose water and saffron)

79/-

Kesari

(A popular and delicious South Indian sweet made with rava, milk, sugar,
ghee and topped with dry fruits)

79/-

Moong Dal Halwa

(A hearty Indian dessert made with moong lentils, cardamom and pure
ghee)

79/-

Walnut Brownie

(Moist yet crumbly with indulgent dark chocolate flavour, loaded with
crunchy walnuts)

99/-
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